The Leonard Axe library held its seventh annual *Faculty Book Author Reception* from 2:30-4:30 p.m. on Thursday, April 26, 1990.

**Authors honored were:**

**Charles Cagle**
*An Oklahoma Portrait: Conversations with the Artist Charles Banks Wilson*
Tulsa, OK: Thomas Gilcrease Museum Association, ©1989

**John Iley**
*Exploring Manufacturing Technology*
Stillwater, OK: Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium, ©1988
*Exploring Technology Education: Classroom Support for the Video Series*
Bloomington, IN: Agency for Instructional Technology, ©1990

**Lyle W. Morgan**
*Treating Sports Injuries the Natural Way: a Homoeopathic Self-Treatment Handbook*
Wellingborough, England: Thorsons, ©1990
*Homeopathic Medicine: Self-Help Emergency Health Care*

**James B. M. Schick**
*Teaching History with a Computer: a Complete Guide for College Professors*
Chicago: Lyceum Books, ©1990

**Stephen Lee Timme**
*Wildflowers of Mississippi*
Jackson, MS: University Press of Mississippi, ©1989
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